Annex C
Data to be used in the calculation of the 2013/14 maximum student number
Priority and quota subject proportion
1.

The proportion of provision considered to be in priority and quota subjects at
each institution is based on the subject of module, with the exception of
medicine and dentistry, ITT (QTS) and Performance Element provision, where
all modules are considered to be in priority and quota subjects.

2.

Credits for modules started in 2010/11 associated with HEFCW-fundable
completed full-time undergraduate and PGCE new entrants (as defined in
paragraph 5) are counted in calculating the proportion of credits that are in
priority and quota subject areas.
Completed new entrant population

3.

If a student is following more than one course and has two or more records
fitting the criteria to be included, the student is counted only once. On the
HESA student record, this means that only one instance of each student is
kept, all other instances for the student are excluded. This exclusion is carried
out after applying all other criteria to the data, by keeping only one instance per
student identifier INSTANCE.HUSID on the HESA student record.

4.

Some new entrants have unknown completion status on the HESA student
record. These are not included in the population for the purposes of identifying
modules to be included in the priority and quota subject proportion.

5.

The criteria used to extract the new entrant population from the HESA student
record are:

Home and EC
HEFCW fundable
Not incoming
exchange
Active 1/8/10 to
31/7/11 and not in
the final academic
year of a nonstandard academic
year course

INSTANCE.FUNDCODE = 1
INSTANCE.EXCHANGE ≠ 2, 4, 8, 9, A
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 1 and
INSTANCE.COMDATE ≤ 31/07/11 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≥ 01/08/10 or blank
OR
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 2 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≤ 31/07/11 and INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≠
blank and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE > anniversary of INSTANCE.COMDATE in
2010/11 + 14 days
1

Full-time or
sandwich mode of
study
Studying for greater
than 3% FTE
Undergraduate or
PGCE

Not on an
intercalated year
New entrants
Completions

OR
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 2 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≤ 31/07/11 and INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≠
blank and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≤ anniversary of INSTANCE.COMDATE in
2010/11 + 14 days and
INSTANCE.UNITLGTH = 3 and INSTANCE.SPLENGTH = 01, 02 or
INSTANCE.UNITLGTH = 4 and INSTANCE.SPLENGTH = 01-14 or
INSTANCE.UNITLGTH = 5 and INSTANCE.SPLENGTH = 01-42
OR
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 2 and
INSTANCE.COMDATE ≤ 31/07/11 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE = blank
INSTANCE.MODE = 01, 23, 24, 52, 53 (sandwich year out counted
as 0.5 where INSTANCE.MODE = 23, 24 and INSTANCE.LOCSDY
= D, E and INSTANCE.SPECFEE = 1)
INSTANCE.STULOAD ≥ 3
COURSE.COURSEAIM = all C, H, I, J codes except C99, H99, I99,
J99
COURSE.COURSEAIM = M22, M26 or
COURSE.COURSEAIM = M71 and COURSE.TTCID = 1 or
COURSE.TTCID = 1
COURSE.COURSEAIM ≠ H24
INSTANCE.YEARSTU = 1
INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 1 or
INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 4 (partial completion counted as 0.5,
applied after sandwich year out reduced to 0.5)

Credits counted
6.

If a module is returned more than once per instance, credits associated with the
module are counted only once. This exclusion is carried out after applying all
other criteria to the data, by keeping only one occurrence of each module
identifier MODULE.MODID on the HESA student record.

Module started in
2010/11 and
countable in HESES
Credits counted

ITT (QTS) quota

STUDENTONMODULE.MODSTAT = 2, 3 and
STUDENTONMODULE.MODCOUNT = 2
Value of MODULE.CRDTPTS is counted, multiplied by 0.5 if entrant
is sandwich year out, multiplied by 0.5 if entrant is partial completion
(both applied if in both categories)
All modules where COURSE.TTCID = 1
2

Performance
Element priority
Medicine and
dentistry quota
STEM priority

MFL priority

All modules on Performance Element courses (identified manually
by University of Glamorgan)
All modules associated with courses coded as entirely medicine or
dentistry (COURSESUBJECT.SBJCA = A codes)
Modules where MODULESUBJECT.MODSBJ = C, D, F, B2, H, J, G,
L140 codes, with number of MODULE.CRDTPTS counted by
applying proportion in MODULESUBJECT.MODSBJP
Modules where MODULESUBJECT.MODSBJ = R, T codes, with
number of MODULE.CRDTPTS counted by applying proportion in
MODULESUBJECT.MODSBJP

Conversion rate – new entrant to second year of student
7.

The conversion rate from new entrant to second year of student is calculated as
completions plus estimated completions for students in their second year
(INSTANCE.YEARSTU = 2) in 2010/11 divided by completions plus estimated
completions for new entrants (INSTANCE.YEARSTU = 1) in 2009/10.

8.

The same criteria is applied for 2009/10 and 2010/11 with the exception of the
coding for sandwich year out and for INSTANCE.YEARSTU and with some
exclusions in 2009/10 for UHOVI students and to amend known data errors.

9.

The criteria and fields shown below will be used to extract the data from the
HESA student record.

Home and EC
HEFCW fundable
Not incoming
exchange
Active 1/8/Y1 to
31/7/Y2 and not in
the final academic
year of a nonstandard academic
year course

INSTANCE.FUNDCODE = 1
INSTANCE.EXCHANGE ≠ 2, 4, 8, 9, A
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 1 and
INSTANCE.COMDATE ≤ 31/07/Y2 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≥ 01/08/Y1 or blank
OR
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 2 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≤ 31/07/Y2 and INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≠
blank and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE > anniversary of INSTANCE.COMDATE in
Y1/Y2 + 14 days
OR
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 2 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≤ 31/07/Y2 and INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≠
blank and

3

Full-time or
sandwich mode of
study
Studying for greater
than 3% FTE
Undergraduate or
PGCE

Not on an
intercalated year
New entrants
(2009/10)
Second year of
student (2010/11)
Completions

Estimated
completions

INSTANCE.ENDDATE ≤ anniversary of INSTANCE.COMDATE in
Y1/Y2 + 14 days and
INSTANCE.UNITLGTH = 3 and INSTANCE.SPLENGTH = 01, 02 or
INSTANCE.UNITLGTH = 4 and INSTANCE.SPLENGTH = 01-14 or
INSTANCE.UNITLGTH = 5 and INSTANCE.SPLENGTH = 01-42
OR
INSTANCE.TYPEYR = 2 and
INSTANCE.COMDATE ≤ 31/07/Y2 and
INSTANCE.ENDDATE = blank
INSTANCE.MODE = 01, 23, 24, 52, 53 (sandwich year out counted
as 0.5 where INSTANCE.MODE = 23, 24 and INSTANCE.LOCSDY
= D, E (plus F, G in 2009/10) and INSTANCE.SPECFEE = 1)
INSTANCE.STULOAD ≥ 3
COURSE.COURSEAIM = all C, H, I, J codes except C99, H99, I99,
J99
COURSE.COURSEAIM = M22, M26 or
COURSE.COURSEAIM = M71 and COURSE.TTCID = 1 or
COURSE.TTCID = 1
COURSEAIM ≠ H24
INSTANCE.YEARSTU = 1
INSTANCE.YEARSTU = 2
INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 1 or
INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 4 (partial completion counted as 0.5,
applied after sandwich year out reduced to 0.5)
INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 3 multiplied by proportion of total new
entrants with known completion status that are completed (count of
INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 1 plus 0.5 of INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP =
4 divided by count of INSTANCE.FUNDCOMP = 1, 2, 3, 4)
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